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THE

ADVOCATE

An lndepenct_~ nt Paper De.voted to the
Vol. 26-No. 37

PORTLAND, OREGON,

In Two Sections

lntereata oL the People
Section One

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 1930.

PRICE: FIVE CENTS

SAYS LYNCHING ORGY DUE TO PARKER DEFEAT
DEPRIEST.SELECTS A'NOTHER FOR WEST POINT
SOUTH CAROLINIAN BRAYS ABOUT SOUTH SPEAKS OUT
NEGRO'S POLITICAl POWER Magazine Hails
PROMINENT PHYSICIAN SOUTH SHAMED
Northwest As Great
Pleasure Playground

Lynchings Retaliation
For Parker's Defeat

WOULD ASK GOD
TO DEPRIVE HIM
OF CIVIL RIGHTS
REFORMERS NEVER HAVE A
CtNT
To use a modern expression, "I have
sat in the game" with various groups
of progressives, and to the best of my
knowledge and belief, they never had

a cent.
Had these reformers been animated
by the money-grabbing desire, such an
instinct would have stifled their deep
love for mankind and their efforts
would have been fruitless.
Although they have been destitute
of what we term worldly goods, they
were rich-far richer than the so-called
wealthy ones who sneered at their
poverty-rich in the service of mankind, rich in the joy of selfless giving
to struggling, suffering humanity.
Men and women who labor unceas1ugty for the ~t.Winn,n goud don:t d
so for selfish motives, nor for personal aggrandizement, but becanse they
firmly believe in the Fatherhood of
Man. They seeks to bring about a
Heaven on Earth, as much as is hu---o--manly possible, by the right kind of
laws.
They know the legislatiofl sought by
th.e Special Interests and Politicai
Bo.sses often results in a Hell onEarth.
These self-sacrificing workers seek to
Famous Orchestra to Give a secure the right kind of statutes-those
which will exemplify "Peace on Earth
Concert and Play for Dance Good Will to Men."
at Legion Hall Friday
It seems almost ridiculous to imEvening.
agine that penniless toilers can achieve
any results over the entrenched MamLake View, Ore., July 15-William monites, but victories have been atJ . Goodlette and his Ebony Serenaders, tained nevertheless, all over the globe.
the famous colored orchestra of eleven Right must prevail in time. In Oreartists, will arrive in Lakeview Fri- gon we have secured the Initiative
day night for an engagement here. and Referendum, the Direct Primary,
They will come in their speciall con- the Recall, Workingmen's Compensastructed automobiles and open with a tion Act, Widow's Pension, and other
concert her~ at the American Legion humanitarian measures.
Numerous
Pavillion from eight P. M. to 9:30. states have also made advancement
After this they will play for a red hot along social and economic legislation
dance, full of pep and vigor at the through the impetus of penniless
pavillion.
groups. If people complain now of
Coming directly from McElroy's economic and legislative injustice, what
Spanish Ballroom in Portland they would they have thought of conditions
promise the finest music ever presented we had to me~t and overcome in
in Lakeview. Being the only organ- earlier days.
ization of this kind in America, they
Yet we faced them and fought the
should thrill the dancers and enter- battle just as fearlessly as did David
tainment seekers to the utmost as this when he went forth to battle with
orchestra sings, plays, and dances like Gol~ath.
David had ,orily a sling
no other.
and pebbles, just as the modern Davids of today have nothing but the
sling of justice and the pebbles of
righteousness. Goliath was armed with
armour of gold and the spear of greed
and puffed up with pride and power.
Goliath no doubt taunted David and
called him a "Crazy Reformer," a "Bolshevick," and a "pestilent fellow," just
as the Selfish Interests impune the
motives and attack the characters of
the modern reformers now-a-days.
Roseburg, Oregon July 16 - EvanAs Goliath lost out in Bibical days
gelist _Cornelia _Jone_s-Robertson of San r so are the woq;.hippers of Mammon of
Francisco, Ca!tforma, well-known for the modern age losing out to the "Reher power as a proocher, for over 20 formers That Never Hlve ~ Cent."
years is conducting meetings at the _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - Pentecostal Mission, Washington and
WILL REMODEL 5-ROOM house
Jackson streets.

LEGION SECURf:S
EBONY PLAYERS

San Francisco
Evangelist Preaching
At Roseburg, Ore.

corner Page and Williams Ave.,

___________________ ______

DON'T SPEND YOUR MONEY

for responsible party. Rent Cheap.

,_
WHERE YO\J' CANNOT WORK!

._.3091.
Phone BEacon

Spend your summer vacation at ...

SUNFLOWER CAMP
J. W. Curry, Owner
SEASIDE, OREGON
Restful Swings-Croquet-Horseshoe Throwing
and Fishing Within 100 Feet of Camp
Furhished Cottages and Furnished Tents
for Rent!
Mrs. Madelyn Flowers Will Be There to Serve
You at Any Time Day or Night That You Arrive

......................

.

BY DEMAGOGUES

SHOULD DOCTORS

Race Hatred Chief Factor in
S. C. and Georgia
Campaign.

New York, July 26-"You have had
in the United States, since Parker's
defeat, 11 lynchings, and you will
have more" shouted Cole Blease in
Union, S. C., on July 7, according to
the Columbia, S. C., State. Confirmation is thus given to what has been
generally believed by intelligent observers that the ,mobs depended on
the success in the campaign, against
confirmation, against John J. Parker,
and resorted to mob terrorism in an
efforts to crush the spirit of Negroes.
"Whenever the 'Negro press' and
'nigger associations' are to tell me how
to vote," the South Carolina Senator
declares, "then I ask my God to deprieve me of the right to vote. White
supremacy and the protection of the
virtue of the white womanhood of the
South, come first with me." In this
fashion Bltase resorfs to his usnal
tactics in dragging the sex question
into every aspect of the Negro's strnggle for his rights.

BREAKS INTO POETRY AND DISTURBED
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Frderick Lewis, travel writer, hails
the Pacific Northwest as the great
pleasure ground of America in an
article outlining vacation in that region
appearing in Woman's Home Companion.
Excerpts from the article follow:
Rising out of the Seattle and Tacoma skylines, so near that its presence
is always felt and almost always seen,
is Mount Rainier, which because of
its magnificent insolation is the most
imposing single mountain in the world.
Portland has a mountain too; not
so high as Rainier and not so curious,
but friendly.
In fact that is what
Portlanders call Mount Hood: "The
Friendly Mountain." And Portland has
a river-two of them-flowing through
valleys of unimagined loveliness. The
Columbia is one of our mightiest American streams; and the highway which
lines its banks is the most spectacular
river drive in the western world. It
hangs for nearly two hundred miles to
precipitous cliffs, hops across skyline
bridges from one tossed-up mountain
to the next, dips under waterfalls of
unbelivable height and plunges headlong through gorges and cascades
along the historic "Old Oregon Trail."
Portland itself is a community of
shining 'beauty, of mellow life; of green
grass, of flowers everywhere. But
Lher'e ·is -nothing in Portland S"O lovely
few in the world, for that matteras its great American corniche, the
Columbia River Highway.

TOB~S SORRY ASINGLE GOLD
ST4R MOTHER WENT ON TRIP
New York, July 28-"My only regret is that a single mother has made
plans to go," is the way Channing H .
Tobias, of the Y. M. C. A. National
Council, expresses himself on the "Jim
Crowing" of colored Gold Star
Mothers by the W-ar Department.
This opinion is expressed by Mr. Tobias in a letter addressed to the NationaL Association for the Advancement of Colored People in which Mr.
Tobias registers strong approval of
the Association's campaign against segregation of and discrimination against
colored Gold Star Mothers by the Vf ar
Department.

COURT THE MUSE?
By Walter Fridi.a, M.D.

You ask me how a doctor learns
In metric terms to write,
When in his heart he often yearns,
A poem to indite;
You wonder how I'd break away
From med'cal phrases terseFrom dry and musty books of lore
To easy flowing verse.
Must I confess with keen regret,
·That I have failed to learn
The art to write in phrasei bright,
The thoughts that in me burn;
Or make them flow and leap and glow
In sweet poetic tone,
Though rh}'JDes I see in bird ancl bee,
And every rolling &tone?
Ah! yes, for I who write these lines,
Can lay no claim to art;
I simply write to spread the faith
That dwells within my heart.
I do not claim poetic grace,
Nor words of classic chimes;
I only claim my soul has breathed
True life into my rhymes.
For av'rage folks I write my verse,
And they will catch my drift,
For simple rh}'JDe will oftentimes
A falling soul uplift.
Perhaps my lame and halting words,
l\fay reach some aching heart,
And there acclaim the highest aims,
Which faith and hope impart.
Like you, yourself, I've tasted life,
With its vicissitu~
,
And felt the hopes and joys and strife,
To which my verse alludes.
I've often felt the cares you feel,
And make the same mistakes
I've dreamed the dreams that you have
dreamt,
And felt the same heart aches.
Without possessing technic grace
'
I've felt the poets urge,
And sought to write in simple rhyme,
The thoughts that in me surge.
If they shall lift a load somewhat
'
Or point to higher plane,
Then I shall not my rh}'JDes regret
Nor feel I wrote in vain. _
So ask me not to tell you how,
A doctor learns to write;
Just lift your eyes to far-flung skies
Upon a cloudless night.
For doctors have a calling great
Should they the Muses woo
Or trust their fame to fickle faie
As men so often do.
'
Dr. ]. Walter Fridia of Dallas, Texas, was an interesting and interested
visitor to Portland · last Summer. He
expressed keen pleasure with The Advocate: The above poem was specially
written for The Advocate by the wellknown physician.

"THE HUMAN BODY"

PROF. LOVELL TO ARRIVE SOON
Prof. John Lovell, Jr., will arrive in
Portland Sunday, August 17. The first
of a series of lectures on "Negro
Drama" will be given at 8 P. M. Monday, August 18, Musical numbers by
local artists will be given and the lecture will be free.

A school kid's essay:
The human body is divided into
three parts. The head, the chest and
the stummick. The head cantanes the
eyes, ears nose mouth, tongue and
branes, if any. The chest contanes
the lungs, heart and liver. The stummick contanes the bowels of which
there are five-a, e, i, o, u and sometimes w and y.

___

__

,

EDDIE MORGAN VISITS

Eddie Morgan formely of Portland
will arive in tl;ie city tomorow morning on a business trip. W':hile in PortMrs. Katherine Gray a city emp!oye land he will be the guest of Mrs. Duke
as attendant at a comfort istation, 474 Shaver street.
turned over to autho,-ities the body : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
of an infant child which she found
in a package which had been left at
the station by some unknown person. Authorities are trying to find
the person who left the dead child's
body there.

FINDS DEAD BABY
WRAPPED IN BUNDLE

0

Make

Portland's
Own

----o,---

YOUNG MAN BUYS
NEW AUTOMOBILE

Toby Johnson, popular young man
is sporting a new Essex coupe. Mr.
Johnson is a splendid young man, industrious and ambitious. He has lived
in Portland for six years and has made
numerous friends who are happy to
see him getting ahead.
Keep it up,
Toby.

Store
Your

---o-

Shopping

RESTAURANT DRAWS COLOR-LINE

Headquarters

Mrs. Pearl Stewart, prominent in
local club wo rk reports that the Manning restaurant on Alder street between 6 and Broadway refused to
serve here there recently.

.

•

Arrntn
Wips

CHICAGO lAD IS
FIRST CHOICE

By Kita Reid

DePriest Sends
Another Negro Boy
to West Point M.A.

_11_1_11_1_11_,_,

The Advocate does not necessarily
share in Kits Reid's views, but whethAnti Negro Ravings of Politicians a
er we do or not, her opinions are sane,
Menace at Home an·d Abroad,
logical and well worth reading. It is
Southern Y. W. C. A. Leadyour privilege ·as well as ours to disers Are Told
agree with Kits an:d ~he invites your
op1mon upon subjects she discusses CHICAGO LAD
IS ADMITTED TO
Blue Ridge, N. C., July 24-"Sena- from time to ~ime in her column.
tor Cole Blease's recent public deOFFICERS'. SCHOOL
fense of lynching illustrates the fact
Washington, D. C.-Deton J. Brooks
that the anti-Negro ravings of politi- SAYS JUDGES
3256
Rhodes avenue, Chicago, one of
cal demagogues have done more than
ARE HYSTERICAL the three boys nominated by Congressanything else to discredit the South
man DePriest for the West Point
abroad and disturb its peace and tranAcademy,
was admitted as a member
quility at home," asserted R. B. Elea- WRITER TAKES
of the first year class of that instituzer, Education Director of the InterCOOLIDGE TO TASK tion Tuesday, July 1.
Racial Commission, in an address here
Brooks was admitted to the Acadeyesterday before the Y. W. C. A. Com- PORTLAND MUST
my on the merits in his certificate of
munity Conference.
SAVE HER TREES preparatory education, having had his
"Solely for the purpose of coining
name submitted too late for him to
ignorance and prejudice into votes,"
The circuit Court judges have gone participate in the recent entrance exsaid Mr. Eleazer, "these pseudo-states- hysterical again on long sentences as
amination. He became active in the
men habitually misrepresent and dis- witness the sentencing of a holdup to
student 1body July 1 and will be finally
credit the South by broadcasting the 15 years in prison by Judge Hewitt
admitted provided he passes the physiimpression that it is a land of morons this week. I an:i rather surprised that
cal examination.
and savages. How often have our the man wasn't given 25 years. It
cheeks burned with humilation as they corresponds to _the case of a man now
~-o--'strutted their stuff' in Congress or on serving his seventh year out of a senthe stu;;,p, while the world looked on tence of 15 years at the hands of a
in derision and disguest ! With the Jackson County Judge for a holdup.
Psalmist we are constrained to say, The man was starving and held up a
'How long, Oh Lord! How Long!"
Astoria, Ore., July 24-Former Juscitizen with a pistol which had no
"Meantime their frenzied appeals to cartridges in it. He found enough tice of the peace J. L. Tuomala, now
race prejudice sow the seeds of dis- money in his victim's pocket to pay in jail awaiting grand jury action on
trust and hostility at home, and tend for a meal at the nearest restaurant charges of embezzlement of public
to make enemies of two races that which cost him on~- .dollar. Wl1en he 1\:loney, receivu.1 a package Saturday-normally are friendly and should con- had finished eating his meal he walked from a Negro resident of Seaside who
tinue so. It is high time for the in- out of the restaurant into the arms of had just finished a 30-day sentence
telligence and patriotism of the South the sheriff. The next day, he was in imposed by Tuomala.
The package contained a box of
to repudiate at once and forever such the Oregon prison. While comparison
false and dangerous leadership."
are odious, and in this case, the nau- raspberries.
The statement was heard by an audi- seating flavor is against Oregon, com--oence of two hundred women from all pare these holdup sentences with the
parts of the South. By prolonged ap- case in Los Angeles where a purse- THORNTONS GROW
plause and many private expressions snatcher was held for examination by
FINE VEGETABLES
the group evidenced their approval of the psychiartists. I sometimes wii;h
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thornton are
the sentiment expressed by the speak, we could hold our judges and district receiving congratulation on their large
attorney deputies for pyschiatric ex- acreage of fine vegetables and fruits.
er.
aminations. God knows they need it. People have b·eaten a path to their
place to purchase vegetable and fruits
--0-Coolidge says in his latest soothing for the family consumption. Thorntons number both white and colored
-Please turn to page 4among their patrons.

SAUCE FOR GANDER

WELL KNOWN WRITER
-o---TAKES ISSUE WITH
40 Years BOYS CLIMB MOUNTAIN FROM
WRTER, "KITS REID" WorksAtFor
Portland Hotel
SPIRIT LAKE

Praises Governor's Action In
Mooney Case.
San Francisco, Cal.
July 14, 1930
Editor, The Advocate:
It is not the desire of the writer to
enter into_any controversy, nor is tl;iere
a desire for undue criticism, but there
appeared in recent issue-under the
column title of "Arrow Tips" a criticism of the Mooney case in which
the Governor of California was placed
in an 1, enviable pubic attitude. The
unjustness of the accusation of "Kits
Reid" was, no doubt, the result of a
hasty conclusion brought about by an
insufficient study of the case.
The Governor gave a close and
earnest study to the voluminous testimony. For the past seven months
he has given it his co&sideration. Not
satisfied with the result of his own
research, he submitted the case of
Warren Billings to the Supreme Court
of the state for a review. The Governor's attitude was, that the cases of
the two men were so closely identical
that each was coequally innocent or
guilty. The action of the Supreme
Court was adverse in the case of Billings.
The advice of the Advi sory
Pardon Board was sought. That board
is made up of U. S. Webb, Attorney
General; James A. Johnston, Director
of the Department of Penology; Court
Smith, Warden F olsom; James B. Holohan, 'N/arden San Quentin, and H. L .
Carnahan, Leiutenant Governor, California. The Supreme Court is composed of seven justices. Men noted as
leg al lig hts of modern times. The chief
is William H . Waste. These men reviewed the records of the trial from
every legal angl e. Their probity and
fairn ess can not be questioned. Would
it have been sanity for the Governor
-Please turn to page 3-

On a recent visit to Portland by R.
J. Prince of Oakland, California, he
was served at the Portland Hotel by
I. L. Burnett, who served Mr. Prince
the first time he visited the Portland
40 year ago and ate in the popular
hostelry's dining room. Mr. Bur~ett
is still on the job, and bears a record
of fine service.

Tm:

PACIFIC TELEPHONE

--

•

Y. M CAMP

Spirit Lake Camp Bulletin No. 5
carries the interesting news that among
the boys to climb Mt. St. Helens from
Spirit Lake Camp early last Monday
were Clifford Flowers and Philip
Moore. These boys are at Spirit Lake
Y. M. C. A. Camp for the first time
and they are making a fine record,
according to reports.

AND

TELEGRAPH COMPANY

•

The wise motorist
telephones ahead·
At the day's end, on your motor trip,
will you reach clean, comfortable
quarters that have been prepared and
held ready for you?
Th~ wise motorist telephones ahead,
then travels along as swiftly or as leisurely as he pleases.
Telephone frequently homeward.
It will keep your mind at rest concerning family or business matters; and it will set the minds of
others at rest concerning you•

l
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-HOUSE OF PRAYER-

Under the Act of 1912

Hoove~ and the Negro
Evidently the furore caused by
Mrs. O,car De Priets' having tea at

the W!hite House and the Negro's sue•
cessful protestation of Judge Parker's
appointment to the United States supreme court )las had its effect upon
President Hoover, since he has declined to send a message of greeting to
the National Conference of the N.A.
A.C.P. Meanwhile lynchings have increased over 1.()0 per cent over 1929,
and still no utterance from the White
House against it. We wonder if Mr.
Hoover's law enforcement commission
will take any notice of this peculiarly
American pastime.

Drawing Color Lines
In another column of tbis issue of
The Advocate is a news item telling
about a local restaurant drawing the
color line •by informing one of our
club 'women that she could not be
served there any more; that it was not
the policy to serve colored people in
the restaurant. The restaurant is Mannig's. It might be advisable for col·
ored people who have been patronizing the Manning's stores to cease it.
We have patronized the Manning's
stores on 4th ;ind Alder and also on
Yamhill street for man; years but
from now on and until the Manning
stores cease to draw the color line, we
shall find other stores with which to
spend our money. Colored .people
must learn not only not to spend their
money where they cannot work but
also not to spend their money where
they cannot eat.

Peace_
On every hand one hears talk of
peace-the end of wars and the reign
of brotherly love. The people are
tired of strife and wars; they are asking if sacrifices already made have not
been enough, asking what has been
gained and why peace cannot be ne·
goiated 'before the coming of utter
ruin and despair.
Enough men have died, enough loss
has been ,susta1rted, h'earts enough
have been broken, and surely innocent
children and women enough have suffered hardships to cause the whole
world to long for peace. Let us pray
for the nations to lay down their arms
and shake hands across the abyss of
• distrust, suspicion and greed that divides them.

---

Street Corners
One of the worst habits that any one
can form is that of hanging on the
street corners to gossip. We noticed
recently colored men and also instances
of colored women, standing on the
street corners gossiping. The practice looks bad and conveys a bad impression to many people who think
that colored people don't know how to
deport themselves. It cannot be urged
too strongly that colored people must
be more careful. Remember that the
whole race is misjudfl'ed by one of its
members.

DON'T SPEND YOUR MONEY
WHERE YOU CANNOT WORK!

MEDICINAL ~ S
and ROOTS

House of Prayer
East 10th and Grant Sts.
Robert Searcie, Pastor

"But Will It?"

Bethel A. M. E. Church
Larrabee and McMillen Sts.
Rev. Daniel G. Hill Jr., Minister

First A. M. E. Zion Church
417 Williams Ave.

Rev. W. R. Lovell, Minister

,,:!,..---------------+
FIRST AME ZION
CHURCH DOINGS

in violating the rules of common grammar by refusing to capitalize the word
"Negro", we are not at all surprised

,

that it answers Mr. Robeson's statement: "I am positive that in the en·
lightened sections of the United States
there can only be one question; "ls
this a worthy interpretation of one of
the great plays of all times?", by asking another question: "But Will It?:'
Since the Oregonian raises the question as to whether it will be so regarded, it follows that in the opinion
of Mr. Robeson, Portland would not
be considered in "the enlightened sections of the United States", for the
inference of the question is that "A
black mah playing Othello to a Desdemona will be something new," and
besides it might be something objectionable. For in the opinion of the
Oregonian "the Negro type as we see
it here does not parallel the Moorish
type," and it is quite unbelievable that
an American Negro should read the
Shakepearian lines "more in the accent of Mayfair than in that of the
cotton fields of the United States
south." Hence the Oregonian answers
its own question by inference: "It
Will Not?"

GUNS AND AUTOMOBILES

Ill Portland

Established in 1862

C. GEE WO
CHINESE MEl>ICAL HERBS

COMPANY, INC.
2625' Alder St.
S. W', Conier Tldrd St..
Portlud, Orepa.

The Esperanto Breakfast Club was
entertained Wednesday morning by
Mrs. Beatrice H. Cannady at her residence in Irvington. Ten ladies were
~eated at the beautifully appointed
table with its centre piece of pink and
lavender sweet peas. A delicious fourcourse "brunch" was served. Place
cards were arr~nged for the following;
Mesdames Reynolds, Deiz, Cora Jamison, Stanton, Adams, Cannady, and
the Misses Alfreda and Nellie Franklin, Mrs. D. G. Hill and Miss Harriet DeJournette of New York City.
Miss DeJournette and Mrs. Hill were
guests of honor. A beautiful green
leather 'coin purse with a clasp of metal-a replica of Mt. Hood was presented to Miss DeJ ournette who gave
the ladies a fine talk on Negro literature and other interesting questions
effecting the status of the Negro as a
'ety Editorcitizen. Mrs. Hill was presented a
0
,
bouquet of lavender sweet peas. The
hostess requested her guests to keep
Mr. and Mrs. Schwartz entertained their pretty green figured napkins
at dinner Sunday honoring Miss Ida (handerchiefs) as souvenirs. The club
will hold its next meeting at PenninGalloway.
sula Park on Tuesday, August 1.
Breakfast will be served a la picnic.
Mr. and Mrs. George Holliday, 708
East 13th Street South, had dinner
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Myles' new adThursday for six in honor of their
house guest Miss Mamie Sims. An- dress is 329 Sacramento street. The
other out-of-town guest was J. B. Sims Myles formerly resided at 290 Larraof Seattle. Mrs. Holliday will motor bee street.
to Seattle with her guest tomorrow.
They plan to be gone until Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McClear have
Before returning, however, they will as their house guest, Miss Della Scott
visit Vancouver, B. C. The trip will be of Canada, formerly Mrs. Earl Scott of
taken for the pleasure of Miss Sims. Portland. Last Saturday evening a
few friends were invited in to a card
M1iss Ida Galloway left Tuesday party honoring the guest. Mrs. Mcnoon to visit for a few days with her Clear served refreshments.
sister in Seattle prior to her departMrs. Scott brought her infant daughure for Pennsylvania.
ter, Gertrude May.

--"The Enjoyment of Comradeship"
will •be the theme of the sermon at 11
A.M. by Rev. W. R. Lovell, which will
be preceded by a program of the old
hymns.
At 4 P. M. R.i:v. Lovell will conduct
Mrs. Ellis Williams is spending seva service at the Men's Resort, 4th and eral weeks motoring thru California.
Burnside streets. The choir will sing.
The Christian Endeavor will meet
Mrs. Anna Diggs and niece, Miss
at 6:30. The subject will be "Service" Francis Farres of Los Angeles, are
and you are invited to attend.
the house-guests of their cousins, Mr.
At the evening service at 8 P. M. and Mrs. Leonard Crosswhite, 1037
the message "Praise in Song" will be Division street.
interspersed with old hymns and Negro Spirituals. You will enjoy this
Miss Caroline Shepard returned from
service.
J Salem Saturday afternoon.
She moThe three branches of the Woman's tored back with Mr. and Mrs. Williams
H-0me and Foreign Missionary society of Salem.
will have an all-day meeting Friday,
August 1. Discussion of mission lesMiss Alice Patton was a dinner
sons, problems and etc. will occupy the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willis A. Reed
morning hour, following the devotional Saturday.
period. The Buds of Promise will
render a pageant. The officers in charge
Mrs. ld;i. EUiollp-of 626 - Clinton en-,
are Mrs. Katherine Gray, president; tertained at a beautifully appointed
Mrs. c. F. Lovell, and Mrs. Agne:s luncheon, Monday honoring her houseCamp.
guests Mrs. Charles Shepard and her
Me111ber's Meeting was held on Mon- daughter Helen Bradley. Mesdames
day night. A splendid number was Ida ·Galloway and Nancy Washingpresent and plans were formulated for ton shared honors. Places were laid
raising needed funds, and completion or six,
of the conference' year's work. 1:he
Tuesday night Mrs. J. W. Stanley
financial report for the ten-month period, September 23 to July 21, showed entertained at a card party in honor of
cash receipts of $2,073.47, This in- her guest, Mrs. Lucas of Berkeley.
dicated a deficit of approximately $750. Cards were played at five tables. First
Considering the serious unemployment, prizes were won by Miss· Mamie Sims
however, the members and friends de- of Columbus, Ga., and Albert Morserve much commendation for the ton. The Hostess served dainty resplendid support given the work dur- freshmen ts.
ing this period.
Mr. and Mrs. William Banister of
Houston, Texas, are in the city for
an indefinite stay and are rooming
with Mrs. Scott at the Colonial Apartments on East First Street North.

-

BETHEL CHURCH NOTES

Sunday will ibe Woman's Day at
Bethel church. At 11 a.m. the Rev.
Mrs. Alice M. Handsaker will speak.
Her subject will be, "A Great Woman".
On Sunday evening, "The Qu;s.
tioner" will be \)resented by fort;y
women in costume.
The public is
cordially invited.

ST. PHILLIPS MISSION
At St. Phillips Mission Sunday morning at 11 o'clock, Chaplain Chambers
will have charge of the service. The
Chaplain comes to St. Phillijs once in
every month. The pu):>lic is invited to
hear him. Confirmation will be observed.

Brad"ord
'l (
Clothes $25.00 to
$45.00
hop

S.W.Cor.4thao
Wuhinaton

"Where Young Men Buy"

THAT

SELF· SUPPORTING
HOLE PROOF
$1 SOCK

Mrs. J. D. Smitdy of Yakima mo·
tored to Portland July 16 to bring her
nieces, the Misses Thelma and Juanita
Johnson who have spent the past three
weeks as her guest. Mrs. Smitdy was
accompanied also by Miss Thelma
Perkins of Yakima who returned with
Mrs. Smitdy Friday.

Sale
At

MISS ELAINE L , ..
... Who comes into New York from
Easthampton every now and then on
shopping excursions was seen lunch•
ing at the Ritz the other day in this
distinctive frock, fashioned of a
heavy, dusty rose crepe which charmingly emphasized the slender lines of
her figure. The capelet was mounted
in points in front and accented by
three brown buttons, and the skirt
flare, repeating its circular movement,
was placed slightly above the knees.
Miss L ... , wore a brown bakou hat,
caught up over the left eyebrow, and
carried a brown, corded silk bag. A
pink galalith choker with ivory mot.ifs
completed the costume. ~
Pictorial Printed Pattern No. 5343
is a reproduction of this frock. Sizes
14 to 42, 35 cents.

MISS RUTHERFORD
Pretty Miss Vernell Rutherford who
will become the bride of Mr. Edward
Wat son the latter part of next month.
A reception will follow the wedding.

Complimenting Miss Mamie Sims of
Columbus, Ga., Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Ingersoll entertained at dinner last
Sunday at their home, 1081 East 34th
street, N. Covers were placed for six
and a four-course dinner was served. - - - - FOR RENT~even room Rennovated

F. 0. _Myers spent Monday night in Resonable to Responsible People. Apthe city. He is here from China and
Japan and more recently from Hono- ply 325 Schuyler Street.-Adv.
Among pleasant callers at the home lulu.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Johnson the
past week was Joe A. Simms of Yakima, Grand Master of the Masonic
Order.

~n:W~&C'o.

Miss Vernell Rutherford and Mr.
Eddie Watson· will wed in the early
Fall according to announcement recently made. Bothare popular among
the younger society set and no doubt
their wedding will be a brilliant affair.
It will be
held at Bethel A.M.E.
church where Miss Rutherford has
rendered great service,

"Merchandise of Merit Only"

On next Tuesday Mesdames W i l l i - ! ' ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - am Reese and Elie Morton will be
FINLEY'S
joint hostesses for an afternoon tea to
honor Miss Mamie Sims who is visitTrade Mark Emblem is the
ing in the city from Columbus, Ga,
Miss Sims. a teacher in the county
Tree of
school at Salem, Ala., is the house
guest of Mrs. Blanche Ingersoll-HolIMMORTAL LIFE
liday, of 708 East 13th street, S. The
tea will be given at the home of Mrs.
Use Our New Parking Space For FunReese at 673 Union A venue North.
lP.FINLEl' 6seN
eral
Cars at Fourth and Montgomery
---0~-~ORTICIANS
Streets

---

NOTHING FOR JOBLESS;
BUT MILLIONS FOR WAR

Washington, July 16-(CNA) The
special session of the U. S. Senate
which Hoover called, not to provide
insurance for the 8,000,000 unemployed
which the workers will demand in demonstrations thr~mghout the country on
August 1, but to rush the $1,000,000,000 warship building under the London "disarmanment" naval treaty, and
make a fuss about the great "peace
achievement t9_ serve as republican
party campaign blah in the elections
this November, spent hours yesterd:p- arguing over the McKellar resolution.

---------------------..:~
+----·-----·---------------------+
HOlliday ~
Or H llid
0 • ay

1

1

Ton11orial Parlors
125 NORTH SIXTH STREET

..

PORTLAND, OREGON

Equipped with the Very Latest, We Are

In

a Position to Care for

Men, Women and Children.
Come-Let Us Serve You!

HOLLIDAY & HOLLIDAY

+·-------------·-·-------------·ot•

-·-·- -·
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

The Advocate is indebted to Miss
Lelia Thornton for two vases of beautiful sweet peas and baby breath. We 8-ROOM House for Sale CheaPs Call
thank you, Miss Thornton, come again.
T Abor 7733.
adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis A. Reed and FURNISHED ROOMS for RENT!
party will spend Sunday at Bonneville Close in. Mrs. Etta Ritter, 298 E. lat
Adv.
to enjoy the Union Pacific's anual pic- Street north.
nic.
The engagement of Miss Porter of
Kelso to Mr. Earl Morrison of Portland was recently announced. Prewedding social events will be held for
the popular couple.
Miss Margaret Cain, 193 King street
was hostess to a delicious breakfast
recently honoring Miss Mamie Sims
of Columbus, Ga. Covers were placed
for six.
Complimenting M'l'S. Evelyn Bollen
Gravellie of Los Angeles, formerly of
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Blackentertained at Bridge Wednesday evening at their home on Stanton street.
Bridge was played at seven tables and
prizes were captured by Mrs. Willia
Garnett and Wilber Mercier. A delicious ibuffet supper was served. The
dining table was very attractive with
its handsome lace cover and low bowl
of sweet peas.

Among the house guests of Mrs. B.
J. Fuller, 839 Tibbetts Street during
the Grand Masonic Lodge session held
recently in Portland were the following, Mrs. Rose Scott of Oakland and
Mesdames Bagley and Dorsan of Sea.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. side.

On

Pretty· Z\1iss To Wed

P llyann Socl

I

An insurance statistician is quoted
as stating that the suicide rate of American cities during 1929 reached the
highest figure on record since 1916.
During 1927 the number of suicides
due to firearms was 4,989 out of a total of 14,356. The general assertion
is made that a similar situation ex·
ists in connection with homicides. The
conclusion is then drawn that if the
use of firearms was absolutely restricted deaths from homicides and suicide would be materially reduced.
The same line of reasoning would
apply to the use of automobiles which
have a record of killing some 31,000
people in 1929 in this country. There
are probably not as many automobiles
as guns in the United States.
It is interesting to recall that before
guns were in common use the sword,
the dagger, poison and numerous other
agencies were responsible for some of
the most horrible suicides and deaths
in history.
The campaign to do away with guns
is just part of the program of restrictive legislation which has gradually
been encroaching on the rights and
liberties of American citizens. It is
all proposed in an enticing manner to
win sympathy on the theory that by
penaliziug the law-abiding and normally minded citizen, the weak, the
criminal and the misfits will thereby
be saved without inconvenient or corrective measures being applied directly to them.-E. Hofer,

no dn1p or poiao1t ace
uaed. Compoaed of the
cboiceat medicinal roota,
herb,, buclo ind bark, Imported by ua from far,

..........

1

W. R. LOVijU., Pastor

FOR SALE-Cozy •-Room plastered
House with fruit trees; 6430 7oth
St. S.E. Reasonable-for full particulars phone W Alnut S892 -Adv.
THE C. GEE WO
Mrs. Ella Smith is steadily improving
Remedies are llannteu, u at her home, 8105 39th Avenue S.E.

211 Years

,

"A Friendly Church with a
Community Spirit"

GOLD STAR MOTHERS
The Negro gold star mothers object to having separate quarters in the
boats across tho Atlantic. These colorcd 1nothers ~uld remember that
most of the colored boys also served
in specially colored regiments.
The
races will not ~ix and any effort of
the colored people to force it only aggravates the matter.-Gazett Times '
Corvallis, Ore., July 16 ·

.

-METHODIST-

The Morning Oregonian, following
the lead of the English and American
press in commenting on the remarkable portrayal of Shakesperian drama
by Paul Robeson, American actq,·,
published on July 6, a lengthly editorial, "Othello By a ~lack Man." In
view of the fact that the Oregonian is
one of the newspapers that still insists

If taken In time, may
e_revent operation• for
Dlabetea, Catarrh Lua1,
Throat Aathma, Kidner,
Llvcr, Rh«unatlsm, Blood,
StomAch and alt female
di1ordcn. Alao Bladder
Troublca.

C. 0..Wo

Phillipa Mission

Knott and Rodney Sts.
Blaine Coles, Lay Reader

F.aatered u Second-Cius Matter in the Post Office at Portland, Oregon,

Resentment is a tree that bears only
fruit of misery.-Chinese Philosophy.

,:--..;~--------------------------- ~---------------.•.
-~----~~~------------

-BAPTISTS-

Published Every Saturday at Suite 312-313 Macleay Building, Portland, Oregon

Fashions for the
Smart Woman

~

,..;..

Personal Loan
Service

PROTECT

A Personal Loan Service identical with
that inaugurated by the United States
National Bank over a year ago, is now
afforded by all Portland member banks
in the United States National Group.
Full particulars may be obtained from
any officer.
·

them
. lro111

Tuhercnlosls

.~ ha

United States National Bank
Broadway and Sll"lh. •• Stuk., Portl .. nd;

Keep them .away
from slek people ••
Insist on plenty of
rest • • Train die•
In health habits ••
C::Onsak the doetor
regular~ ••

t·

·····.-

I

Fl

......

~

MILLER & TRACEY

;

Perfect Funeral Service
Our Merchandise and Service Certificates Save
You from 20 to 50%
CALL US IN CONFIDENCE-ANY HOUR-DAY OR NIGHT
WASHINGTON STREET
Between 20th and 21st

BRoadway 2690

BRoadway 2691

·- -

l
,_ J
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---------------locAl BRIEFS DIGESTING THE

No Fuel Shortage

Master Carl Deiz, 436 Margurite
Avenue, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Deiz recently entered a contest for an
automobile. He won in the preliminaries. His friends hope that he will
be even more successfu l in the future.

Steady Growth of the Gas Business Produces an
Increasing Supply of

Gasco Briquets
ALL HEAT-NO ASH
Our Summer Discount of a Dollar Per Ton Holds
Good Until the Summer Supply Is Sold

l

Mirs. James Douglas of Williams
Court received the information that
her father is quite ill in Mexie, Texas,
having suffered from a stroke of paralysis.

'Portlano Gas & Cofie Co
Sixth and Salmon -

DON'T SPEND YOUR MONEY
WHERE YOU CANNOT WORK!

BR. 7611

Rev. J. W. Anderson left Friday for
points in Montana on business. He
will return home next Tuesday.

G. FREEMAN BROTHERS TRANSFER

Tom Johnson who went to Chicago
to take !special treatments for . his
health has returned home improved
but is stiill under the care of his physicians. Mrs. A. J . Franklin spent two
weeks at Seaside, Oregon. She has
returned to her home.

Office Phone: BRoadway 1885
430 HOYT STREE'F : : Portland, Oregon
Residence Phone GArfield 8019-340 Tillamook Street

Successors to E. Richardson Baggage Transfer

L--------~--------

FOR RENT-Two-story unfurnished
house, $16.60. 738 Tillamook St. Phone
Atwater 9840.-Ad.

--0-

Up-to-the-Minute

Modes
Prepared Especially for This
Newspaper
SA

-0------

@EXCELL.A.

S make your
DOUBLE·EDGE
RAZOR

(old or new model)
A Good Place For Young Folks.

aMTTERRAZOR
-or your ""1MY bode

ALLEN C. E. SOCIETY

•191o. TEN .5CrfOIFlft

Bethel By The Bridge

Guarant...t by
PROIAK CORPORATION

On Larrabbee and McMillen Sts.
EVERY SUNDAY~:30 to 8 P. M.

tM$ION Of

••

-.,.s.,ett-C:O.. ........ ,.,

•·•-a-a-•-•-•-

AUSPLUND DRUG
STORE

Notice to
-the public
S
50c

l!IIXTH ct GLIS.&l("STBJU:TS
PORTLA.KD, OU.

UPPOSE you are today
paying
a tube for
your tooth paste (and there
are many very good dentifrices selling today at that
price).
Suppose, like most people, you buy about twelve
tubes during a year. Na.w
if you knew that you could
buy as good a dentifrice as
can be made and still save
each year the price of 25
loaves of bread or 60 bars of
soap or 40 pounds of sugar or
a box of fine cigars-could
you conscientiously fail to
take advantage of such an
opportunity?
That is exactly what you
do when you buy Listerine
Tooth Paste at lSc for a
large tube. Figure it out for
yourself.

u
~
~c.i¢ ,
i,~/Same

Prloe

tor over ss J'eaH

ZS ounces for z5c
USE LESS

than of high
priced braru:ls
MILLIONS OP POUNDS
USED BY OUR GOVERNMENT

LISTERINE

Free to Public

TOOTH PASTE
Large Tube

The only place in tho U •. S. wher!' catalon. and
advertieins matter covenns any hne « buemeu
or e:roduct can be obtaine<I Free ancl Withoul
Obliaation i< tho American lnduatrial Library,

25¢

....-eated

Write for Bu.inea• Advertiains Matter you are
in: aamo will beprompdyforwarded,

AMEIICAI IIDISTIIAL LIBRARY

NEWS

E·3007

...

A DIVIDED CAPE
A child's coat, to be correct, must
hit a sort of golden mean. It must be

simple without being insipid1 • and
smart without seeming to stram for
an effect Good taste, which is
merely a sense of appropriateness, demands that it follow easy, natural
lines. The model above is really very
charming. It adheres to straight
lines, a simply tailored notch collar,
slot pockets and turn-back cuffs-and then proceeds to introduce a
jaunty cape, split in back for the
sake of freedom as well as smartness.
This would be excellent in flannel in
dark or pastel shades, a basket-weave,
or in a crepey woolen.
Excella Pattern No. 3007. Sizes 6
to 16 years, 25 cent.,.
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Then came a day when he became
bed-ridden, his legs had to be amputated to prolong 'fiis life. No more was
he able to push carts but little did that
deter him. He knew his business-he
knew his turnover-he knew his profits. He couldn't push the carts but
he could and did get at-hers to push
them. He was still the me.rchant. He
provided carts, he licensed them, he
manned them with material and operators and !,e pro-rated his profits.
Without legs this merchants still carried on and in death he leaves $30,000
to his four nieces and one nephew.

SA

SA
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SHANTUNG GOLF FROCK

BUTTONED-ON SHORTS

Gatherings at smart Long Island
country clubs indicate that not only
the ardent golfers but the less active
members as well appreciate the comfortable and becoming qualities of
tailored shantung sports frocks . This
one of eggshell shantung has attractive short sleeves and a buttoned
opening. Its low posed pleats are emphasi%ed by encrusted bands of trimming. The encrusted trimming is
repeated to accent the yoke seam.
With this frock the golfer wears
pigskin gloves and a brimmed hat of
stitched shantung in eggshell with a
slightly darker ribbon band.
Excclla Pattem No. 3227. Sizea
14 to 42, 25 cents.

The healthy, active youngster demands a suit that is as simple and
comfortable as possible and if he is
inclined to things nautical he will prefer it in navy and white. This practical little suit of broadcloth answers
to all these critical requirements and
still preserves a bit of decoration that
will please mother, in the form of a
narrow blue frill that edges the collar
and cuffs of the white blouse and ua
the white bone buttons that support
the navy shorts. Of course, a swag•
,rer beret of blue flannel is the per£~
complement to the costume.
Excella Pattern No. 3243. Sizea 2

R

We are prepared to act as broker and escrow agent
for buyers and sellers. We make mortgage loans,
manage estates, collect rents.
Business Confidential
E. D. CANNADY
Office: 312 Macleay Building
ATwater 1525

····-------- ·--·--·--..,-..,-_,___....,--·--·--..,..--·--·-------..·--·=-:·

. Not for the Asking

We cannot buy your good will and we do not merely ask for it.
We are doing our best to deserve it.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST PUBLIC
SERVICE COMPANY
(PEPCO)
ELECTRIC BUILDING-Broadway and Alder-PORTLAND, OREGON
Division Offices at Salem, Oregon City, Hillsboro, Gresham, St. Helena and
St. Johns, Oregon, and Vancouver, Washlngton

·-·- ...

D
CANNADY'S REAL ESTATE COMPANY

Portland Is , • • .

It is our legal obligation to furnish the best possible service at the
lowest possible cost. However, this company recognizes that the
good will of its customers depends on the service rendered. This
means not only supplying dependable, twenty.four-hour service, but
courteous service on the part of our entire organization.

s T R A I GH T

Bonded and Licensed Under Oregon Lau,,

In

The relations between the consuming public and the producer are
of more importance in the public utility business than in any other
business, because the customer, if dissatisfied, cannot go around the
corner and shop for his service.

F R. E E P E R F U M E

D
REAL ESTATE BROKER

Two Sections!

Good will is an intangible asset which cannot he bought with
money, hut. without it, no business enterprise can survive.

O•er U Years' £,.,,..rience

Cannad)'· Real ~state Co

fD 5 years, 25 cents.

·-·· ·-·-···· ·-·

•••

305 Seventh St., Wuhington, D. C·

- -·-·- ·-·-·-·- .

Newspaper

GOOD WILL

Beautiful soft silky STRAIGHT hair,
hair that you can really be proud of, can '
now be yours if you use Anita Hair
Dressing. It will also help to make
your HAIR GROW LONGER, and
prevent its breaking off. To introduce
Anita Hair Dressing quickly in thls
territory, we are giving ABSOLUTELY
FREE with each order, a vial of very
fine Na~cissns Perfume. This offer is
for a limited time only, ao rush you
order to us today. 50c brings full size
jar, postpaid, or send name and address
and pay 65c when package comes; 3
for $1, postpaid, or $1.25 C.0.D.
•
ANITA LABORATORIES
What ,kdeaclter could p.reach cir
Box 397, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dept. BB
what writer could write a better ob- .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

Prepared Especially for This

The Oldest Negro Business

D. SWIFT & CO.

I

Prq,artd Especially far This
Newspaper

Mrs, E. D. Cannady, Manager

-PATENT LAWYERS-

I

Modes

In

Obtained. Send model or sketch
and we will promptly send you a
report. Our book on Patents and
Trade-marks :will be •~nt ig you
on r~qucst.

A

Modes

Publishers of "The Advocate"-A 16-Page Newspaper

PATENTS

H

Up-to-the-Minute

Published Every Saturday for the Past Twenty.Six Year,!

Their business is licensed and each
cart carries a licensed number. Usually
foreigners are the operators and invariably thrive off the business our
people give them, buying a nickels
worth of this and a dimes worth of E. D. CANNADY
C. C.
.
that, in fact everything from fish to
nuts and from ice to coal.
WY A TT W. WILLIAMS, K. of R. C,
Patterson, ri~h in death, but probably despised jn life, was a push-cart
vendor. In selling for a nickel he
made a penny and he made thousands
of nickel sales while more dignified
and pompous merchants were looking
only for the d;;-llar. His turnover was
constant. He didn't have to wait for
the annual inyentory to determine
whether he was making or losing
money. He knew his cart of wares,
cost probably four dollars and sold for
five and he stayed on the job till his
cart was empty. It didn't take much
of an organization or overhead expense to determine that he was one
dollar better off than when he started
on his trip. The dollar he put in the
bank to draw .interest and prepare for
a rainy day. The other four would
buy another load and so his operation '
multiplied day by day.

Up-to-the;Minute .

The Advocate Publishing Co·

S:,racu1e Lod1e, No
1, K. of P., meeta the
1econd and fourth Friday ni1ht1 each month
at the Sta&' Auditorium
J81~ E. Yorrison lilt

--<>--
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every sense of th~word, buying and
selling a commodity for which th~r
is constant demand.

-"'THAT LITTLE .CAME'• Inter-ut'lCartoonCo,,1',Yr-By B. Link
LAST .

[ject lesson on racial economics than
did Patterson write in his death?
Here are the . points that his lesson

::~~a;~zeed~r~fi~e
turnover, supplying a commodity for
which there is a constant demand;
•
•
making it easily accessible for the purchaser to buy; specialized methods
By Clifford C. Mitchell
result in low overheads; the larger the
number kept efficiently employed the
A Negro, Cornelius Patterson, who greater the profits; keeping the capital
died · in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a intact; living within the income and
Home and oFreign Missionary society profitably investing the profits.
•
few weeks ago, il)spires this column
tp digest the moral that his life, re- A WELL KNOWN WRITER
vealed after his eath, gives to the
entire race.
AND RACE LEADER
-0-, TAKES ISSUE
This man, little heard of during his
life, and still less heard of at his
WITH KITS
death, now, a few weeks after, gives
to the race an object lesson that far
surpasses any sermon, lecture or trea( Continued from • Pa&'e 1)
tise that could be prepared on the subto have allowed his personal sympaject of thrift and economics.
thies to have overridden the opinions of
-0His attorney, Henry P. Cheatham, of men who without any personal reaPhiladelphia, who was one ,of our sons gave the verdict as they saw the
right? We do believe that "Kits Reid"
congressmen from North Carolina, in
would acquiese in such proceeding.
the 51st and 52nd- Congress, and inGovernor Young is not the character to
cidentally, who, yeilrs ago was an opsubordinate right to any political asponent of the present senator (Simpiration. If he were aspiring to the
mons) from North Carolina and lately
presidency of the United States, much
met defeat in the primaries, discloses
less that of United States Senator-to
the fact in probating Patterson's will,,
which "Kits" attributes his stand on
that Patterson left an estate of $30,the Mooney case-his decisions would
000, nearly all of which was cash denot be influenced thereby.
posited in Camden, New Jersey,
This is not intended to be controbanks.
versial, neither would it have been
-0-written, but the fact that the column
In the financial worth of estates,
of "Kits" is so widely read, and the
thirty thousands, is not so impressive
comments carry the stamp of authenbut in the estates of Negroes, thirty
ticity, it would be an injustice to the
thousand net a~d in cash causes comcolumist as well as the Chief Execument. Generally speaking, a Negro
tive of a great state to have allowed
who is worth $30,000 dead is easily
worth, or so reputed, ten times that this error to have gone uncorrected.
The State of California is brining,
amount, alive. No race can excell or
at the expense of the State, one Maceven equal ours ir.. the art, if it can
Donald, a self-confessed perjurer. He
be so called, of "financial camoflage."
will testify openly before the Supreme
Patterson was a merchant and his Court and the Advisory Board of Parestate proves that he was a successful don. U pan the sincerity of his testione, yet, he was practically unknown. mony will rest ·the fate of Billings ancl
While others were attending and giv- Mooney. Governor Young has given
ing banquets attesting their success, the lie to those who would make politibeing lauded and publicized by the cal capital of the case by his attitude
press, living in luxury and millionaire in not waiting until after the primary
style with their retinue of servants, election to hear the evidence of Macliveried cars, and all the attendant Donald. Many were of the opinion
pomp and splurge that form the life that he would defer the hearing. His
and habits of the near-successful, this political enimies hoped so.
merchants was plodding on, daily apRespectfully,
plying the laws of economics, unW'. J . Wheaton
heard and unsung.
Editors Note:-Mr. Wheaton is well
-0Those who have lived or frequented known as an editorial writer. He is a
our large thickly populated districts of regular contributor to The Los Anour large cities, Philadelphia and else- geles Eagle and other well-known race
where, are familiar with the peculiar papers. He is prominent in business
cry and call of the street peddlers and and fraternal circles and is looked
hucksters. They are merchants in upon as a leader in things political.
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We Sell For Less Becaupe
We Se{{ for Cash
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COMPLETE NEW STOCKS OF QUALITY MERCHANDISE .
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COMING TO
PORTLAND

Dr. Mellenthin
Special Attention
to
Internal Me..dicine

THE ADVOCATJ!t

MORE ABOUT
"ARROW TIPS"
(Continued from Page 1)
syru p prescription "Our example of a
free and prosperous people has been
the soverign remedy fo r world oppression" Now can you make any sense
out of th at jumble of words? I wonder if h e reads the unem ployments
statis tics? A nd eve n th ey do not include the th ousands who are "decently"
starving to deat h. O ur country is prosperous-for the few. Our nation has
a high stand ard of livin g-for the few.
T he people who are r es ponsible for
th e Coolidge pr escription shold cau(ion ·h im \ a.gains't the doseage-ju st
nauseating, thats all.

NORTH CAROLINA

Secretary of National Baptist

DEMONSTRATES

TWO DAYS ONLY

··-

···-D- D D_D_D .. G_D_ I _D_D_ D_ 1!• WOULD YOU MARRY Girl 22, $50.·

Publishing Board and Also

JUSTICE: AMITY

Chicago Physician Making a
Determined Effort Against

Governor Visits "Death Row" and
Saves Doomed Man-Presents
Loving Cup to Colored Girl
in State-Wide Contest

Raleigh, N. C., July 10:- As a partial offse t to the depressing story of
interracial conflict that came this week
Will Be Aat
out of E melle, Alabama, it is gratifyBenson Hotel
ing t o record two incidents that have
on
just taken place here, in which interFriday and Saturday
racial fr iendship and the desire for
Julv 25 and 26
equal ju stice and opportunity are
From 10:00 A.M. to 4 :00 P.M.
stri kingly illustrated. One .was the
commutation by Governor Max Gardener of the death sentence t hat for
two years has _hung over Wilbur McNo Charge for Consultation
-<>-W hen is P ortlan d goin g to equal Leod, Lee Co~nty Negro, because of
Dr. Hellenthin's visits are greatly
ci ties in her care of her trees ? doubt of his g.9ilt; the other was the
other
appreciated and patronized, especially
by those who are suffering or ailing O th er cities go to all sorts of expe nse public prcsenta_tion by t he Governor
from troubles of the internal organs, and trouble to save trees. In many of a silver loving cup to Ophelia H olin the chest or abdomen; also head,
ley, colored high school student from
ear, nose and throat. The Doctor ac- citi es of the middle west you will fi nd
cepts only those who can be treated trees, in the middle of the streets a nd Bert ie County, as one of the fir st
medicinally with the aid of correct dr iveways around them. It will be a prizes in a state-wide " Live-at-Home"
diet and hygeine, for which a nominal wicked shame if th e street is not plan- essay conte st. Both incidents, as it
charge is made.
happened, were prominently featured
Women, if married, please bring ned so that the K amm Linden is not
saved. This town is evidently being th e same day on the front page of the
their husbands.
Whatever vour complaint may be, built not for tne decent beauty loving "N ews and Observer," leading daily
it will be of interest to consult the
citi zens, but to save those wh o want paper of the city.
Doctor on this trip,
.
The case of McLeod, who two years
Below are the names of a few of his to get drunk and "wreck themselves
many satisfied patients:
and th eir cars driving into the coping ago was convicted of assult and murMrs. Harriet Anstadt, Astoria
that w ould be built around th e tree to der and sentenced to die, has tbeen r eAlfred Clemmens, Corvallis
safeguard it." These are Lau gaard's tri ed by the su·perior Court and twice
Chas. Desch, Portland
words a·s nearly as I can recall them. reviewed by the State Supreme Court,
W. G. Grubbe, Albany
Mrs. J. G. Huntsucker, Toledo
Let them smash tl~ mselves up- it whi ch upheld the second conviction.
W. E. Hankins, Mt. Hebron, CaL
is
a good th ing for the rest of the Still doubtful oJ McLeod's guilt, howDenver Kincaid, Ashland
world- if we could just get rid of the ever, Lieutenant L. A. Oxley, of the
Bert Lampa, St. Helens
L. H. Martin, Moro
boozers in that way. Then along comes State Board of Public Welfare, invesF. 0. Pollard, Yreka, Cal.
our "beauty loving" Barbur who calls tigated the case and recommended
E. F. Smith, Heppner
th e tree "an old snag." Ju st about clemency.
Mrs. Wm. Schoening, Helix
what one would expect of his "snag"
Lee Oey, North Powder
Perplexed about the matter, GoverT. L. Shown, Goldendale
intell igence. I want to know why it nor Gardener visited "Death Row" in
Emma Turner, Mikkalo
would be impossible to run the street person and for more than an hour
Henry Trowbridge, John Day
arou nd it ? "In Portland, We Do"-yes, talked with McLeod, who was ignorJ. H. Wood, Eugene
V. P. Harris, Athena
our City commissioners "do"-many ant of his identity. Deciding that there
Mrs. B. Danks, Klamath Falls
things our visitors laugh at and of was too much doubt of guilt to let
Mrs. Walter Scott, Mt. Angel
which
we are ashamed because we canHenry Schultz, Pendleton
the prisoner die, the Governor comnot decently explain their conduct.
Mrs. 0. N. Kimball, Crabtree
muted the sentence to life imprisonMrs. Frank Simpson, Hood River
This tree episode is one of them.
ment. Investigation of the case will
Lee Slucher, La Grande
be continued, it is announced, in the
----0--NOTE above the exact date and
hope of reaching certainty as to Mc·
place I Permanent · address: 268 So.
Mrs. Chris Smith, popular beauty Leod's guilt o~ innocence.
Serrano, Los Angeles, Cal.
culturist returned to Portland W ednesThe presentation of the loving cup
day from Seattle w here she spent a came as the culmination of an educaweek 's vacation with Mr s. George Wat- tional campaign in which more than a
kins.
thousand essays were written by high
DAYS OF SUFFERING
school students on the need of learnNOW QUICKLY ENDED
WILL SELL OR WILLING TO
ing to " Live at Home" by more effiicTbt a.n:t time you ,tart one of tbtlt dayt,
BORROW $800 or less on security.
IH rM in,,.,,, nlitl 11ou 91t with Dillard'•
ient productiv~ methods. Two iden4-Room house, garage, 7037 89th St.,
.A.pn,am. Alm.oat before Joa know it the paia
tical silver cups, very large and handdi.aapptns. your at"H suddenly relax.
S. E. comer McCoy-Adv.
With Atpnaum yoa chew tbt pain away. Fot
some, were presented by the Governor
It ii tbt Antst aspirin obtainable put up ia.
c:h1•Ul1 com form . Now you can tab aspirin.
to the two first prize winners, a white
:aar timt, any place. No water. No bitter
n1 10 WOMII 118111 YDUTII , ~ boy and a colored girl. The presentat.Htt. No chokin1 HDlltion. Because you chtUJ
Do Ytll wloh tho 1ltw ol youtt,.
D!1lard"1 Aaperaum the aspirin mizt1 tboroasbly
ltl&ltll, taueuetll WltalllYf Th••
tion took place · in the House of Repre1rY thlt amulng MW PEP-UP
wub tht saliva 10 that alt iu aootbin1 qualitita
TONIC• 8tro11111IJ N01am111d••
art tl'cctin qaicklr. continaoasty.
sentatives, which was crowded with an
tar
111•
....
art
..
,
....
i
Wlilkl
It bria11 quick relief from ac.binc head,. tooth•
1
1
interracial
and the exercises
ache, tbt pain, of neariti1, neunl1ia, e·nn rhta•
•
=~"':11. ':.~~1::..""-.~ were broadaudience,
mati1m. If your dru11i1t d0t1 not have Dillard'•
l2alf •• tur tr .. ,. 1tr1111tt1 NICa
cast._by radio. Th e "New"
A1pu1am, • ~ fot a fne: UJaple: to Hultb "
~'.:::k•x,r.,t~i,J.7,w. and Observer" carried on the front
Product, Corporation, Dept. A. J J 3 Noith 13th •
IMPOIIT PRODUCTS CO.
Sttttt, Newark, N. J.
• L W - Drlw. Dtfl
Cl'loalll, . .
page a picture of the winners, holding
their cups and standing on either side
m111111111111m11111mm1111111111111111111m11111111111111111m1111111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111111111111111111111111111111m1111mmm111111~m111111111111111111111111~
of the Governor. Forty additional
prizes were presented by white and
colored speakers.

DOES NOT OJ>ERATE

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 1930.

Transfer to Hosier State.

000, will inherit $50.000;

Answer this if you are single, send,
us your name and address and receive a one -dollar coupon and valuable perso na,! informatio n-FREE i

P. H. BODDIE,
1211 S street, N. W., Washington,
D. C.

Widow 40,

$87.000? Photos, descripti•ns free. Club.

geles, California.
Mrs. Beatrice Cannady mo tored to
McN eil Island Monday on business.

Please Pay Your Subscription

, ...
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Suspects Except Washington,

J oin t he . . .

PRUDENTIAL HOSPITAL

Out on Bail-Numbe'r of
Lawyers Employed.

ASSOCIATION

0

--

SINGLE GIRLS

Light, soft skin
makes you more

ENTRANCIN.G
No matter how dark, dull or
drab your comp_I_exion is, Dr. Fred
Palmer's Skin Whitener Ointment
will make it more entrancing. This
preparation, famous for fifty years,
softens and lightens the darkest
skin, clears up pimples, blotches
and tan marks and does away with
that "oily, shiny" look. Regular
use of this preparation along with
the other Dr. Fred Palmer Skin
Whitener Prepar.ations keeps your
skin light and soft and makes you
look entrancing.
Dr. Fred Palmer's complete line
consists of: Dr. Fred Palmer's
Skin Whitener Ointment; Skin
Whitener Soap; Skin Whitener
Face Powder; Hair Dresser and
HID Deodorant. Sold at all drug
stores for 25c each, or sent postpaid upon receipt of price. Dr.
Fred Palmer's Laboratories, Dept.
20, Atlanta, Ga.

Nashv ille, T enn.- (AN P )-Reports
have it here that D r. A. M. T ownsend
Sr., secre tary of the National Bap tist
Pub lishing Board, and his so n, A. M.
T ownsen d, Jr., Chicago physician, are
making a determin ed effort against extradition to Scott sboro, I nd iana, wh er e
they w ill be tri ed in connection with
the murde r of E. D . Pierson, Chicago
auditor.
The arrest of th e younger Townsend
brought the total numb er of allege d
murders to four, the other two bein g
Rev. B. J. F. Westbr ook, prominent
Indi anapolis pastor and George Washington, alleged g unman of Indianapolis
Indian a. All the suspects are out on
bail except W a,shington who is in jail
at Scottsboro, awaiting trial.
Much interes·t wa s manifested here
last week when the report was received
that W ashington, who recently went
on a hunger sti;ike and also refus ed to
see or talk to anyone decided to "talk."
Th e report declared that Washington
said he was going to tell everything
and people her~ want to know everything because one of the most prominent citizens C>f this section and his
son are involved, and 1 of the most sen
sational murd ers of year s remains unsolved.

. . and Keep Well ! I
See

L.A. ASHFORD
328

Wh eeler Street -

EAst

44 08

--

------To avoid a

COLD
Cold germs are corried to the mouth on
hands. You may often
prevent a cold by

LARVEX

1

·mothproofs
cloth ..•

Spraying Larve$:
Mothproofs fabrics no~
washable-clothes, rugs~

furniture.
Rinsing Larve$:

.

Mothproofs all washable
woolens.

rinsing the hands with
full strength Listerine

-famous the world •ver

before each meal,

Pinaud's
Shampoo

because Listerine kills
germs in 15 seconds.

Lea,es your hair lush'ous,
healthy, and not too MJ!
Atyour dealer's-or selfl 5oc
· for full-size bottle to Pinaud,
Dept. M., 2 20 E. 21 St.,
New York.[Sample bottlefreeJ

LISTERINE
KILLS GERMS IN
15 SECONDS

A generous trial sample of the
Skin Whitener, Soap and Faco
Powder sent for 4c in stamps.

Dr. Fred Palmer's

SKIN WHITENER
"Keeps your complezion youtbiuf'

FLIT
.

~.~

DESTROYS

.Moths. Flies
Bedb~L..._-1

MILLIONS OF POUNDS UHD BY
OVA GOVERNMENT

lloam

•·------~--------~
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If you are bothered w\. \t Falling
Dandruff, Itching Scalp, or any Hair
Trouble, we want you to try a jar of
EAST INDIA HAJR GROWER. The
remedy contains medical properties that
go to the roots of the l'Iair, stimulates
the skin, helping nature do its work.
Leaves the hair soft and silky. Perfumed with a
balm of a thousand flowers. The best known remedy
for Heavy and Beautiful Black Eye-Brows also
restores Gray Hair to its Natural Color. Can b~ used
with Hot Iron for Straightening.
Price Sent by Mail, 50c; 10c Extra for Poatage
AGENT'S OUTFIT
t Hair Grower:' 1 TempIt
Oil, I Shampoo, I l'Hnl111&
on. 1 Face Cream and dlreelion for ael11111r, S2. ll5e E:rln

for Poet.Ire.

s•

D • LYO NS

S
16 N. Central
Dept. B
Oklahoma CitY, Okla.

,_, _ _ _ _, _ _.,.__
. .,_ _ _
, _ ,___,_ _ _ _ _ _ _
a _ _, ___,___
a __
, ___,___
, __
, ___,_ _ _ _!•

Buy a new hat with what
It saves you
Without a doubt, the best article of its kind-a ·
combination Hair Grower and Hair Straightener.
Gives the hair a natural soft and silky appearance
stimulating hair growth in the most hopeless case'.

A food for protein; a food for
mineral salts:
for calcium and
phosphorus; all
the essential elements for healt»
ana. strength are
found in good
cheese. And all
the essential elements of good
cheese are found
in Kraft Cheese.

Our High Brown Hair
Grower stands aci. one
of our highest achievements-it is a preparation we look upon
wuth pride.
-Distril>utor
Mrs. E. D. Cannady,

312 Macleay Bl4~.,
Portland, Oregon.

CHEESE
,
11111m11111m11111m111111111111111111111111111111~1111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r

KRAFT-PHENIX
CHEESE COMPANY

D_I_I_J

-
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Why pay 50¢ or more for a dentifrice
when you can get Listerine Tooth Paste,
the quality dentifrice, at25¢the large tube?
It saves approximately $3 per year per person over dentifrices in tlfe 50¢ class. Use
the saving to buy a new hat. Lambert
Pharmacal Co.

LISTERINE
TOOTH PASTE

25c

j They never
, invite her
'
I
I

J
J

-0--

SKIN ITCHING ENDS

I

wlten soofhln11 Zema la usedl

'

r:r~:roi!~~:!uc~h:n~~i
misery out of masquito bites, rashes,
and many other skin afflictions. Try
it also for itching, peeling toes.
Bathers and other outdoor folks
thank cooling Zemo for relief from
aunburn. Douse it on ivy-poisoning.
Pimples and dandruff fade when safe,
antiseptic Zemo is applied. It instantly eases razor-smart. Always
have Zemo nearby wherever you go.
Acy druggist. 86c, 60c, $1.00.

f

.;
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Do you know why she wasn't
welcomei She, herself, didn't.
Halitosis (bad breath), the
social fault no one forgives,
was the reason. Yet no one
need have halitosis. Gargling
with Listerine instantly destroys
mouth odors and checks infection. Use it daily. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

HIGH BROWN POWDER

l
I
I

j

1
f

LISTER INE 1j

I

end5 ha I"1tosis

1l

l

Kllla 200,000,000 germs l

-·-f ----

A superb toilet necessity. In four shades-Natural, Pink
Brunette and White. High-Brown Face Powder has earned its
place in the esteem of the most discriminate and skeptical
users of toilet articles by its own distinctive merit and the
complete satisfaction to be derived from its use. Also a large
assortment of toilet requisites for the lady who cares.

D
Manufactured Only By

The ... '
OVERTON-HYGIENIC
MFG. COMPANY
CHICAGO

D
MRS. E. D. CA NNADY

Pacific Coast Distributor
312 Macleay Building,
Portland, Ore.
i...........,,,,.,,,,,~,,i,,,,,•• ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;.,,,,,,,,,,i~
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Keep youth
longer!
cleanse the system

of pouons
Two of the great enemies to youth
and vitality are delayed elimination
and intestinal poisons. To keep your•
self free from both these common diffi.
culties will help you to stay young.
With the use of Nujol you can do it
too. For Nujol absorbs body poisons
and carries them off, preventing their
absorption by the body. Nujol also
softens the waste matter and brings
about normal evacuat ion. It i~ harmless; cont ains no drugs or medicine.
It won't cause gas or griping pains or
affect t he stomach or kidneys. Every
corner druggist has Nujol. Make sure
you get the genuine. Look for the
Nujol bottle wit h t he label on the back
that you can read right through the
bottle. Don't delay, get Nujol today.

